
Into the light 
 

I am lost, confused and grieving, my heart shattered into pieces after the scarring 
loss of a dear one. 

Pieces of me are chipping away second after second, minute after minute, 
withering away till there’s nothing left to me. 

The weather fits perfectly beside the feelings that reside within me 
The sky is grey, thick with menacing clouds. 

The rain is incessant, pelting mercilessly beyond bounds. 
My mind an isolated, hollow chamber, walking alongside me as I roam 

My tear bearing eyes watching as the rain fills my threadbare shoes- I’m just a 
lost soul, trying to get home. 

In a trice, my shadow strengthens, and I open my eyes wider to see nothing, 
nothing but colour and life. 

I arch my head up and feel the downpour, squinting as the sun beams brightly- 
even in solitude, making my world golden, and giving my heart... Life. 

As time passes, I watch the formation of a rainbow, through droplets after 
droplets of reflection till every colour shines in its individual splendour. 

My eyes widen as I truly appreciate the simplistic beauty of scenery and nature 
My dream becomes reality... my future becomes clear... the spark has ignited and 

in that moment I feel content, I feel peace- the ray of sunshine, the luminous 
light...was my mender. 

 
A ray of sunshine is all it takes, for a rainbow can only happen when the sun 

dares to shine through the rain. 
 

Even In the midst of the droplet of rain, lies infinite spectra of colour and life 
From afar a droplet is nothing but dampness, dullness and misery - but shocking 

is the beauty in it which secretly lies. 
It lies secretly- for it is of a precious kind, 

It’s special and rare - only found when put right in the mind. 
The mind- one complex and controlling being in itself- though there’s that one 

key that can unlock the door to happiness …perspective. 
The Perspective of the droplet- looking at it through all the angles, finding the 

right one, the one filled with colour and the hidden silver lining- that should be 
your main objective. 

The objective is simple- looking for pure beauty in every situation you pass. 
Befriending every trial you go through- finding its true value and cherishing it to 

its last. 
Because indeed in every cloudy sky there is a ray of light disguised as a silver 

lining, 
It just needs to be found- it’s result will leave you forever shining. 


